The asymptotic behavior of the solutions to an interesting class of recurrence relations, which arise in the study of trees and random graphs, is derived by making uniform estimates on the elements of a basis of the solution space. We also investigate a family of polynomials with integer coefficients, which may be called the "tree polynomials."
which is the exponential generating function for labeled, rooted trees. §1 discusses the connection between T(z) and functions that generate the sequences (cn), (xn) of (0.3). §2 derives fundamental properties of the tree polynomials tn(y), defined by <a5) V^W%'-{y)^'
for fixed v as n -* co. Asymptotic properties of the tree polynomials and related quantities are derived in §3. These results are applied in §4 to derive asymptotic properties of (xn) when the asymptotic behavior of (cn) is given.
We prove in particular that if cn -n and ß > 1/2 then 
Basic solutions
If (x" ) is the solution of (0.3) in the special case cn = ômn , the general solution is (1.1) Xn=Xn\+xiX+---+Xn)C"-It is easy to verify that x^ = n and that x^' + x2) -\-= 2« -1. Knuth and Schönhage [9] proved that oí *?=5 (i+(>- §) *2) and, for general m , í^i-CK'-rfíí- (1.3) '(¿)o-?r(?
7=0
Notice that xim) = 0 when m > n , and x[n) = 1 .
n n License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A new family of special solutions to the recurrence also proves to be important, namely (1.4) xn(y) = tn(y)/n"-1 where tn(y) is the tree polynomial of (0.5). We can find the corresponding leading terms cn(y) by plugging into (0.3):
( We have used the fact that pnk -Pn,n_k) ■ ) ■ This sum is n"~ less than the coefficient of z"/n\ in T(z)/(l -T(z))y = 1/(1 -T(z))y -1/(1 -T(z))y~l , namely tn(y) -tn(y -1). Therefore we have it t\ i \ ntn(y -*) -*n(y)+ "" e. ^t
and c,(v) = tx(y) = v. The value of cn(y) can also be expressed in another form, because of an interesting identity satisfied by the tree polynomials. The well-known equation
and we have the difference equation (1.9) ¿n(y+i) = /"(y) + /^_~11).
It follows that
Tree polynomials
The first few cases of the polynomials tn(y) defined in (0.5) are tQ(y) = if,(y) = y, (2.1) /2(y) = y2 + 3y, ti(y) = y3 + 9y2 + \7y, tAy) = y4-r-\Sy3 + 95y2+ 142y.
Our derivation of (1.6) from (1.5) was, in essence, a proof of the difference equation
Therefore, by (1.9), we have
a recurrence by which tn(y) can be obtained when tn_x(y), ... ,t0(y) axe known. Two analogous formulas can also be proved:
which arises in the analysis of many algorithms (see [5] ). Equation (2.4) follows from the well-known identity (Riordan [12] )
which gives the exponential generating function for n" , the number of all mappings of the set {I, ... ,n} into itself. Equation (2.5) follows from
here C(n) is the total number of all one-cycle mappings [12] , and from a formula C(n) = n"~lQ(n), which is due to Rényi [11] . In general, we have the formal relation i2T(z)2 +a¿ axT(z) + a2T(z)2 + a3T(z)3 + (2.9) into itself such that the corresponding functional digraph has exactly k components. (Equivalently, the mapping has exactly k different cycles; see [7, exercise 3.1-14] .) The reason is simply that the corresponding exponential generating function, according to (2.8) and well-known techniques for enumerating labeled configurations, is exp(y ln(l/(l -T(z)))), and this is just (0.5). Stepanov [13] showed that these coefficients are asymptotically normal with mean and variance | In n + 0( 1 ) ; Flajolet and Soria [4] extended this to a general result on the number of components in random labeled structures.
We wish to study the asymptotic behavior of tn(y) for fixed y as n-»oo, and for this we need another formula based on (2.9): The binomial expansion (1 -T(z))'y = J2k>o (y+kTX)T(zf and equation (2.9) imply that (2.12)
Integral formulas for tn(y) axe also of interest:
(2.13)
Asymptotic lemmas
The terms of (2.12) increase until k is approximately y/yñ, after which they begin to decrease rather rapidly. More explicitly, when y and e > 0 are fixed and 0<k < «1/2+£, we have
by Stirling's approximation. Therefore the terms of (2.12) are exponentially small when k > « , and we can replace them with other exponentially small terms to get tn^-Y(V)(S2n(y) + }^ÍZS2n(y-l) for fixed y as n -► oo.
Proof. We may assume that y > -1, for if y = -1 the stated result is consistent with the fact that t (-1) = -nn~ and if y < -1 we easily have tn(y) = 0(n"-x).
The contribution to the error term Rn(y) in (3.3) that arises from 0(n~ + E) in (3.2) is 0(n{y~l)/2+6e), by Lemma 1; this can be improved to 0(niy~l)/2) by carrying out the expansion in (3.2) a bit further. The contribution to R"(y) from 0(k~2) in (3.1) is 0(n{y~l/2]) if y > 1 . If y = 1, the 0(k~2) of (3.1) is actually zero; and if y < 1 the contribution to R"(y) is 0(1) because sn(y-2)<Ek>lky-2.
To complete the estimation of tn(y) from (3.3), we need only the weak form Sn(y) m {-r((y + l)/2)n{y+l)/2 + 0(l) of Lemma 1. Application of the duplication formula T(y) -2y~ T(y/2)r((y + l)/2)/s/ñ completes the proof. D Lemma 2 can be verified, for example, in the special cases (3.14)
tn(l) = n"; tn(2) = nn{Q(n) + l).
Computer calculations show that the series in Lemma 2 continues as follows:
where /"(y) = \/27rn /(2 T(y/2)) . Stronger methods than those above will be needed to penetrate the 0( 1 ) term.
Philippe Flajolet has pointed out, in a personal communication to the authors, that Lemma 2 can also be deduced directly from a singularity analysis as in [3] . Indeed, we have By our combinatorial interpretation of tn(y), this is the total number of cycles among all mappings of {1,2, ... ,«} into itself. Lemma 3 and equation (3.14) imply that (3.24) t'n( 1) = \ n (Inn + y + In2 + 0(n~,/2)) , a formula first obtained by Martin Kruskal [10] . The 0(n~1' ) can be refined further to ¿¡\/2n/n + 0(n~ log«). In fact, the general formula (3.15) can be differentiated with respect to y ; the 0( 1 ) remains 0(1). The derivative of the formula in Lemma 1 with respect to y is sufficiently interesting to be stated explicitly. We have for all y > -1 .
We will also need asymptotic estimates of the basic functions x¡¡"' of (1.3), valid for all m and n . We now consider the case m > n ' . The sum in (3.30) is the probability Pnm that the total number of successes in n -1 Bernoulli trials does not exceed m -1, where the probability of success in each trial equals p = m/n . By the Berry-Esséen theorem (Feller To complete our study, we would like to investigate the case ß < 1/2 in greater detail, by showing that xjn often approaches a constant k (depending on (cn) ), and by estimating the difference xn -Kn for large n . Some sort of smoothness condition is necessary for the validity of (4.9); we cannot conclude that xn/n approaches a limit if we know only that J2m>l £"m/w3/2 exists. For example, we might have f 0, if « is not a power of 2 ; (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) C" = \3k/k2, if«-/.
Then xn = ny2/(lgn)2 + O(n) when n = 2k , but xn = O(n) when n = 2k -1 . It is, however, possible to prove that (4.14) liminf X* = k(c ),
if Z)m>i cmlm exists and if all cn are nonnegative. For in this case we can define c'" -c" for n < N and c'" = 0 for n > N ; then x"/« > jc'/n -► n n -n ' n> -n'
E™ iûJ" for all /V, and we can let N -► oo to obtain w=l mm '
liminf-^ > jc(c). By the Tauberian theorem for power series (see [2] , for instance), we can write subsequently E ]-^ -0 + o(l))(2n)-xl22nxl2(K(cn) -cx).
;=i J'
According to Stirling's formula for factorials this leads to x liminf-2-< k(c) -c,.
n-oo n ~ " '
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Given a sequence cn such that Ylm>i \cm\lm' exists, we can define the residual sequence rn = xn -nic(cn). Residuals act linearly on (cn), hence we can obtain further information about their asymptotic value by taking linear combinations of special sequences.
The residual of the constant sequence (cn) with cn = I is -I, because xn = 2n -1. It follows from (4.6) that the residual of the sequence (cn(2ß)) is l(ß)ni/2cn(2ß) + 0(nß) + 0(1), when ß < \ . Therefore if cn = nß we can put the estimates of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 into a more precise form: (4.15) xn = nK(nß) + l(ß)nß+i/2 + 0(nß) + 0(l), if£<i.
